WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“

An amazing book,
representing years
of work and dozens of
excavations and presenting
a continuous chronology of a
colonial city from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century.
No other city in America has this
kind of archaeological record.”
—Nan A. Rothschild, coauthor of The
Archaeology of American Cities

“A must-read for those
interested in food and foodways,
urbanization, and the untold
history of one of America’s oldest
cities.”
—Russell K. Skowronek, coeditor of Pieces of Eight: More Archaeology of Piracy

“Provides a unique guided tour of the city’s vibrant
legacy, skillfully weaving a complex tapestry of
archaeological and historical discoveries. Charleston
is not to be missed.”
—Jerald T. Milanich, author of Laboring in the Fields of the Lord: Spanish
Missions and Southeastern Indians
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Why is it important to learn the archaeology of a city
instead of just the city’s narrative history?
Archaeology expands the history of a city by telling us details that might not
make it into the history books. Archaeology also provides immediacy to
history because we can see and hold the actual objects. The facets of city life
that we explore, such as the use of local wild resources in the diet, are much
more obvious in the archaeological record.

How different do you believe the archaeology of
Charleston is from other coastal cities in the South?
Charleston is one of the nation’s most historic cities, exceeding three centuries,
and one where the colonial past has not been overwhelmed by later developments. Life in Charleston was not shaped simply by an English heritage, but by
Native Americans, Spaniards, Africans, French Huguenots, and people from the
British Caribbean, brought together by global geopolitical events. This global
reach is reflected in artifacts we recover from the ground.
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What challenges did you face during your excavations
and how did you tackle them?
One of the most rewarding aspects of Charleston is also the most challenging: the sites are deep and loaded with artifacts. A single unit takes days to
excavate and produces thousands of artifacts to process, identify, and curate.
These sites are complex, and it is often not possible to link them with individual people or events. This book presents our working solution: to step back
and consider the entire city as the site, and focus on the generalities of urban
life.

You didn’t set out to look so closely at cattle and other
food sources in Charleston. Why did you decide they were
such a crucial focus for the book?
Food sources are fundamental to life in Charleston and are strongly represented in the archaeological record. We decided to look at cattle for two reasons.
One is that we found a lot of them; the quantity ran counter to the prevailing
notion that the southern diet was dominated by pork. That is not the case in
Charleston. Second, cattle were critical to the early colonial economy, and
cattle ranching contributed to significant landscape modifications. Every
aspect of the past we explore in this book can be related to cattle.

How do you think the city’s culinary scene today
compares to its past culinary scene as revealed by your
excavations?
Certainly the emphasis on seafood has a long tradition in the city, as does the
prominence of French cuisine. Many of the choices made in the past, such as
using local wild resources, persist today. Our work complements other
sources of information on the city’s culinary history.

What new appreciation for Charleston do you hope
readers will gain after learning about the city’s past?
We hope that readers will appreciate the diversity of Charleston’s past,
drawing as it did from many different traditions and merging them into a
unique heritage. Readers should recognize that the nation has always been
diverse. We also hope that readers will find archaeology a source of information that complements our collective knowledge. We are grateful to
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everyone who takes an interest in the city’s buried heritage. Urban archaeology in Charleston draws strength from cooperation and collaboration, from
fellow archaeologists to administrators to neighbors, and we hope this comes
across in the book.

What are you working on next?
We plan to expand our study of cattle in the colonial economy with new
approaches, using genetics and stable isotopes to trace cattle sources and
lineages. This will strengthen our knowledge of links between the changing
environment and the economy. We also hope to learn more about the two
ends of Charleston’s history: the first few decades and the end of the 19th
century.
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Describing his visit to Charleston in 1773, Josiah Quincy wrote: “Dined
with considerable company at Miles Brewton, Esqr’s, a gentleman of
very large fortune, a most superb house. The grandest hall I ever beheld,
azure blue stain window curtains, a rich blue paper with gilt, mashee
borders, most elegant pictures, excessive grand and costly looking glasses
&c. At Mr. Brewton’s side board was very magnificent plate.” Unfortunately, Quincy does not describe the foods served. Perhaps his meal
was ho-hum. That is unlikely, but setting and accoutrements, as well as
manners, were the measure of a socially successful event, and Quincy
describes what he considered important.
But there is another detail that catches our attention: “A very fine
bird kept familiarly playing over the room, under our chairs and the table, picking up the crumbs &c and perching on the windows, side board,
and chairs. Vastly Pretty.” What was this “very fine” bird? A colorful
local species, such as a cardinal or painted bunting? A native songbird
that flew in through the open window? Or something more exotic, perhaps, a tropical bird such as a macaw or parrot, brought to Charleston
as a pet? Such a species was recovered at Thomas Heyward’s house; this
faunal specimen has confounded zooarchaeologists for years.1

Townhouses, such as Miles Brewton’s, present facades of gracious living. Behind the facades, however, the properties were shared space, with
people of varied backgrounds and status living and working in a confined
area, a space shared with animals. Excavations at townhouses are defined
by the surviving buildings, but they encounter evidence of numerous activities, from conspicuous consumption and refined dining to the gritty
chores and daily lives of slaves and servants toiling in kitchens and crowded
work yards. Concepts such as urban landscape, foodways, cuisine, and
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provisioning apply equally to master, indigent relatives, guests, and slaves
on these properties.
Charleston was one of the largest and wealthiest cities in North America by the mid-eighteenth century; the economic heyday persisted another
seven decades. Britain’s financial success extended to South Carolina, attracting factors, merchants, and craftsmen to the city. Charleston’s economy expanded, and many of its citizens grew wealthy. Planters and merchants prospered, purchasing goods deemed appropriate to their elevated
station in life. Personal wealth in the form of furniture, silver, tableware,
clothing, jewelry, and paintings from Europe and Asia poured into the city.
Imported goods were matched by finery produced locally, particularly by
cabinetmakers, silversmiths, and their slaves.2
Rising personal wealth created a building boom in the city. Planters and
merchants built imposing new townhouses, sometimes replacing more
modest structures on the same lot. Others renovated and enlarged existing
townhouses. Many townhouse properties, large and small, included pleasure gardens. Such changes reflect a general shift in architectural style that
began in the third quarter of the eighteenth century. The large townhouses
built by these merchants and planters survive today largely as house museums and private homes.
Charlestonians also commissioned imposing new public buildings. The
natural disasters that devastated the colonial town made way for larger
structures built in new styles. St. Michael’s Episcopal Church was built in
1751 at Meeting and Broad Streets, and the State House rose on the opposite
corner. The Exchange Building, completed in 1771, covered the Half Moon
Battery and guardhouse that once protected the city.3
Archaeological assemblages from this period also are the most robust.
The archaeological artifacts of this affluent period are principally ceramics
for the merchant-planters’ dinner tables and tea tables, along with embellishments for clothing and furniture. The quantity and variety of artifacts
are higher in this period; so too are the numbers of archaeological features
and deposits. The work yards of Charleston’s townhouses were used for
gardening, tending livestock, and discarding trash; they simply contained
more debris than work yards in previous decades.
Most of the archaeological samples for Charleston for this period are
from townhouses occupied by the city’s social elite. These include historic house museums operated by The Charleston Museum and Historic
Charleston Foundation. Sites such as the Heyward-Washington House
stable, the Russell House, and the Rutledge House combine archaeological
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study with public interpretation and structural restoration. Some privately
owned townhouses also incorporated archaeological study into restoration
and preservation projects. These sites produced the largest and richest assemblages of material culture and animal remains; they provide much of
what we know about the Charleston landscape as well. This chapter focuses on the gentry’s townhouses and on domestic life at those urban compounds. We revisit these sites, more modest home sites, and commercial
sites in later chapters.

The Miles Brewton House
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The house built by merchant and slave trader Miles Brewton is one of the
most celebrated in Charleston. Printed on postcards, touted in tours, and
studied by scholars, it is one of the finest examples of Georgian architecture
in the country. The house remains a private residence, in the same family
for successive generations. Each made changes to the property, leaving imprints in the archaeological record.
The large lot was unimproved until Brewton, grown wealthy from trade,
built a grand townhouse there in 1769. He and his family were lost at sea in
1775, and the property was inherited by his sister, Rebecca Brewton Motte.
She maintained the house throughout the Revolutionary War and Charleston’s two-year British occupation. Her daughter’s family, the William Alstons, expanded the house and added to the inventory of outbuildings during their 1791–1839 tenure.4 The family’s fortunes waned thereafter. William
Alston’s youngest daughter, Mary Motte Alston, and her husband, William
Bull Pringle, sold the back half of the Brewton lot and garden in 1857. This
portion of the property was subdivided into lots facing Legare Street. The
Civil War exacerbated Pringle’s financial situation.5
In 1987 the owners embarked on a full restoration that included archaeological research and mitigation. Tommy Graham, Joe Opperman,
and Charles Phillips coordinated archaeological investigations with architectural questions. A second archaeological phase, in 1989, focused on
mitigating the impact of service trenches across the yard. Archaeologists,
instead of backhoes, excavated portions of these trenches.
The Brewton property is large by Charleston standards. The rear garden
wall is 185 feet from the street, and there is 100 feet of street frontage. The
main house centers on the street front. The entrance features a columned
portico, approached through a large wrought iron gate. The fence and its
gate are original to the house, but the chevaux-de-frise (a spiked defensive

Figure 8.1. Plan of the Miles Brewton House and lot showing the 1988–1989 excavation units. (Collections of The Charleston
Museum, Charleston, South Carolina.)
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railing) topped the gate in 1822 after the Denmark Vesey insurrection. Walls
extend from the front corners of the house to the sidewalk, separating and
barricading the front entrance from the side yards. The front gate takes
pedestrians to the portico, but nowhere else, leaving visitors clearly visible
from the street and the yard but unable to proceed. The remainder of the
lot is surrounded by brick walls. Outbuildings and the service yard align
along the northern property line. A 1770s kitchen and carriage house front
on King Street. Small gates access the service yard between the main house
and carriage house; these are the only entrances to the walled compound.
The kitchen/carriage house was altered in the 1830s, when William
Alston constructed a row of new buildings behind it. This series begins
with two horse stalls and a tack room. The easternmost horse stall later was
converted to a cistern. Next in line is a large structure built as servant quarters. This is followed by additional horse stalls and another tack room. The
work yard is separated from the formal garden by brick coping and a wood
picket fence anchored to the northwest corner of the house. Just beyond the
fenced area, in a corner behind the last stable, is a large building of yellow
brick also original to the house. This enigmatic building, altered over the
years, has been interpreted as the privy. The remainder of the back yard,
as well as the south side yard, contained formal gardens. The present-day
spacious Brewton garden was twice as large before the Pringles’ 1857 sale.
Brewton was 34 years old and married for six years when construction
began on the grand house. Brewton also invested in furnishings and accoutrements appropriate to its scale. In 1771 rice planter Peter Manigault wrote
his London agent, “I stand in need of some plate and furniture of which I
enclose you a list. . . . I suppose you will think either my wife or myself very
extravagant. I should almost think so myself if I had not seen Brewton’s.”
The house became the center for entertainment and opulent display it was
designed to be. The blue color scheme described by Josiah Quincy during
his dinner at the house carried over to the Chinese porcelain plates used
for dining, found by archaeologists as fragments discarded in the formal
garden. Delicately mold-blown tumblers and goblets were recovered along
with the porcelain.6
It was the work yard that provided the most valuable information on
foods served in that elegant room. Some animal remains recovered from
the work yard remind us that not all animal remains are food. Among the
curios is a premaxilla from a queen triggerfish recovered from a MotteAlston deposit (1775–1830). The premaxilla is a small cranial bone that
forms part of the upper jaw, and in triggerfishes it has a unique shape.
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This fish is associated with reefs along the continental shelf edge of North
America or in the Caribbean. The bone may be a souvenir from Caribbean
travels or a curio brought to amuse. It may also be from a salted fish imported from the Caribbean. Whatever the case, it reflects the broad reach
of Charlestonians’ interests. A fossilized great white shark tooth is more
clearly a curio collected by someone during the Pringle-Frost (1840s–1880)
occupation of the house. The tooth may be from the beach or Frank Frost’s
phosphate pits.

Thomas Heyward’s House
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John Milner Jr. sold his Church Street property in 1768 to satisfy heavy
debts. Thomas Heyward razed the single house built by Milner and constructed a three-story brick double house in 1772. He evidently kept Milner’s kitchen and stable buildings. Heyward developed a formal garden
toward the rear of the lot and added a brick privy.
Thomas Heyward was a prominent lawyer and plantation owner, known
nationally for signing the Declaration of Independence. He served on several revolutionary committees and was paroled as a prisoner of war. He and
other Charleston prisoners were transferred to St. Augustine for part of the
Revolution. During the British occupation, Mrs. Heyward and her sister,
Mrs. George Abbot Hall, remained at the Church Street property. Thomas
Heyward returned to his home and to public life after the Revolution but
eventually retired to his plantations, left in ruins by the war. The townhouse was occupied by his aunt, Rebecca Jameson, and rented to President
George Washington during his 1791 southern tour. The property is known
today as the Heyward-Washington House to commemorate this event.
Heyward offered the house for sale in 1792, describing it as having “12
rooms with a fireplace in each, a cellar and loft; a kitchen for cooking and
washing with a cellar below and five rooms for servants above; a carriage
house and stables, all of brick surrounded by brick walls.” The house sold to
another prominent Charlestonian, John F. Grimke, who owned the house
until 1818. The large Grimke family eventually included two daughters, Angelina and Sarah, who resisted their father’s strong will and were staunch
abolitionists in the years leading up to the Civil War.
Archaeological excavations in the privy vault, yard, basement, and
kitchen cellar by Elaine Herold in the 1970s and in the stable by Martha
Zierden in 2002 encountered a large number of deposits associated with
the Heyward and Grimke occupations. Levels 8–10 of the privy contained
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Figure 8.2. Elaine Herold directs excavations beneath the kitchen of the HeywardWashington House in 1976. (Collections of The Charleston Museum, Charleston, South
Carolina.)
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many pieces of ceramics and glassware that once graced the Heyward table.
Excavations in the stable and in the basement of the main house also produced late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century artifacts, while the
kitchen cellar yielded materials discarded throughout the nineteenth century. Fewer artifacts were recovered from the yard, because it was paved
with bricks during Heyward’s occupation.
The neat brick stable and carriage house, locus of archaeological excavations in 2002, evidently supported more animals than just horses. Ten
rats, two dogs, a cat, and a horse constitute a third of the individuals in
the 1750–1820 stable; three-quarters of the commensal individuals are rats.
By comparison, the Atlantic Wharf collection, interpreted as a communal
dump, contains 20 rat individuals. Rats may have been common in stables,
where warmth, shelter, and food were readily available. Associated with the
large number of rats, a quarter of the modified animal bones are gnawed
by rodents. The only evidence that the structure was a stable is a horse,
represented by a single toe bone. Two cock spurs attest to the death of a
couple of roosters, and the collection also contains the remains of a common pigeon. None of these are complete skeletons; perhaps bits and pieces
of bone discarded or buried elsewhere on the property were brought into
the stable by scavenging animals.
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Archaeology at the John Rutledge House began when Mrs. Arthur Parker,
a trustee of The Charleston Museum and descendant of John Rutledge,
learned that the house was slated for development. The site was far from
pristine. The house was empty and in disrepair. The kitchen interior was
gutted, and a large cistern had been removed. The rear half of the lot was
subdivided and sold in the twentieth century, likely resulting in the loss of
some outbuildings and a portion of the work yard. Mrs. Parker and Mrs.
Frederick Bunting funded a small archaeological project, facilitated by architects Will Evans and Joe Schmidt. Artifacts from the excavation are on
permanent display in the public room of what is presently the John Rutledge House Inn.
The Rutledge House is an imposing structure, built in 1763 and radically
altered in the 1850s by owner Thomas N. Gadsden. The house narrowly
missed destruction in the 1861 fire; the buildings on the adjoining property, St. Andrews Society Hall and Saint Finbar’s Cathedral, burned in that
conflagration.
John Rutledge and his second wife, Elizabeth Grimke, built the stately
townhouse that stands there today and shared the property with 20 of
his mother’s slaves. Rutledge’s political career began in 1761, when he was
elected to the Commons House of Assembly, and he remained a political
figure through the Revolution. Much of Rutledge’s personal fortune was
lost. He died intestate in 1800, and the home was sold.
Wealthy planter John McPherson owned the property until 1838. McPherson is credited with improving the stock of racehorses in the lowcountry.
His holdings included plantation lands and 200 bondsmen with a variety
of skills. His runaway groom, Ned, was evidently well known “in Charleston and throughout every part of this state, as a keeper of horses . . . a hair
dresser and compleat butcher.” Ned evidently was also skilled in eluding his
owner, as McPherson’s ad suggests “he will endeavor to pass as a free man,
and to those who know him as if engaged on my business. . . . There is every
reason to suppose he has a forged pass.”7
As with many of the townhouse projects, archaeology at the Rutledge
House was designed to answer questions about the architectural evolution
of the house and daily life on the property. Five units were excavated in a
two-week period. Units 1 and 3 near the kitchen produced a sizable assemblage of materials from the 1730s through the early twentieth century; however, the majority of proveniences and most of the artifacts were associated

